CENTARI

ALL-ROUND SOLVENTBORNE REFINISHING PERFORMANCE

Centari is our unique, versatile and easy-to-use solventborne refinishing system. A single mixing machine supplies all solventborne paint qualities – medium- and high-solids, topcoats and basecoats – based on our proven concentrated tints technology.

Centari 600 and Centari 6000 are clear-over-base paint systems, while Centari 500 is direct gloss. Based on a single Centari MasterTint mixing machine, you can choose between medium solids, high solids, direct gloss or basecoats, depending on your requirements.

Centari 5035 is our VOC-compliant, high-solids direct gloss paint system with high opacity for single application. As it meets the 2004 EU Product Directive regulations, Centari 5035 gives you maximum performance with low VOC emissions.

MAIN BENEFITS

- Outstanding colour performance
- Easy colour matching
- Effortless application
- Excellent coverage
- Low consumption
- One mixing machine - low investment
- Minimal stock requirements

Centari includes a range of advanced colour tools for accurate colour matching. Over 125,000 colour formulations in solid, metallic and pearlescent are available and we continue to expand our Centari colour library.

WHERE TO BUY

FIND YOUR TECHNICAL DATA SHEET
FIND YOUR SAFETY DATA SHEET